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Abstract
The linear complexity of sequences is one of the important security measures for stream cipher systems.
Recently, in the study of vectorized stream cipher systems, the joint linear complexity of multisequences
has been investigated. By using the generalized discrete Fourier transform for multisequences, Meidl and
Niederreiter determined the expectation of the joint linear complexity of random N-periodic multisequences
explicitly. In this paper, we study the expectation and variance of the joint linear complexity of random
periodic multisequences. Several new lower bounds on the expectation of the joint linear complexity of
random periodic multisequences are given. These new lower bounds improve on the previously known
lower bounds on the expectation of the joint linear complexity of random periodic multisequences. By
further developing the method of Meidl and Niederreiter, we derive a general formula and a general upper
bound for the variance of the joint linear complexity of random N-periodic multisequences. These results
generalize the formula and upper bound of Dai andYang for the variance of the linear complexity of random
periodic sequences. Moreover, we determine the variance of the joint linear complexity of random periodic
multisequences with certain periods.
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1. Introduction
Let Fq be the ﬁnite ﬁeld with q elements. Let S = (s0, s1, s2, . . .) be a sequence with terms in
the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq . The sequence S is called N-periodic if si+N = si for all i0. The N-periodic
sequence S can be described by the N-tuple SN = (s0, s1, . . . , sN−1). Deﬁne the polynomial
corresponding to the N-periodic sequence S as
SN(x) = s0 + s1x + s2x2 + · · · + sN−1xN−1.
The linear complexity L(S) of an N-periodic sequence S with terms in Fq is the smallest nonneg-
ative integer c for which there exist coefﬁcients d1, d2, . . . , dc ∈ Fq such that
sj + d1sj−1 + · · · + dcsj−c = 0 for all jc.
Equivalently, L(S) is the degree of the polynomial
m(x) = 1 + d1x + · · · + dcxc ∈ Fq [x].
The polynomial m(x) is called the minimal polynomial of the N-periodic sequence S. Note that
L(S) = 0 if S is the zero sequence. Obviously, we always have 0L(S)N . Note that if S is not
the zero sequence, then L(S) is the length of the shortest linear feedback shift register that can
generate S. For a general introduction to the theory of linear feedback shift register sequences,
we refer the reader to [8, Chapter 8] and the references therein.
The linear complexity of sequences is one of the important security measures for stream cipher
systems. The linear complexity of sequences has been extensively studied by many authors. For
a recent survey paper, see Niederreiter [16].
Recently, in the study of vectorized stream cipher systems, the joint linear complexity of mul-
tisequences has been investigated (see [1,3,14,21,22]). The multisequence shift register synthesis
with applications to decoding cyclic codes has been studied in [4,5,7,20]. Let S1, S2, . . . , St be t
N-periodic sequences with terms in Fq . Denote
Si = (si,0, si,1, si,2, . . .), i = 1, 2, . . . , t.
The joint linear complexity L(S1, S2, . . . , St ) of S1, S2, . . . , St is the least order of a linear recur-
rence relation that S1, S2, . . . , St satisfy simultaneously, i.e., the smallest nonnegative integer c
for which there exist coefﬁcients d1, d2, . . . , dc ∈ Fq such that for i = 1, 2, . . . , t ,
si,j + d1si,j−1 + · · · + dcsi,j−c = 0 for all jc.
Since the t-dimensional vector space Ftq is isomorphic to the extension ﬁeld Fqt as a vector space
over Fq , the given multisequence can also be identiﬁed with a single sequence having its terms
in the extension ﬁeld Fqt . Meidl and Niederreiter [14] observed that the joint linear complexity
of t N-periodic sequences with terms in Fq can also be interpreted as the Fq -linear complexity
of a corresponding N-periodic sequence  with terms in Fqt , which is the least order of a linear
recurrence relation in Fq that  satisﬁes.
Blahut andGünther found an important relationship between the linear complexity of a periodic
sequence and the Günther weight of the generalized discrete Fourier transform for the periodic
sequence (see [9,10] for elegant accounts and extensions of their work). Meidl and Niederre-
iter [14] extended this important relationship to the case of periodic multisequences. Using the
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generalized Fourier transform for sequences and multisequences, Meidl and Niederreiter (see
[13,14]) determined the expectation of the linear complexity of random periodic sequences and
the expectation of the joint linear complexity of random periodic multisequences. Dai and Yang
[2] also determined the expectation and variance of the linear complexity of random periodic
sequences by using a different approach. The expectation and variance of the linear complexity
and k-error linear complexity of random sequences of ﬁnite length have been investigated in
[3,11,12,15–19].
Note that the variance of the joint linear complexity of random N-periodic multisequences is
an important characteristic for the stability of the joint linear complexity of N-periodic multise-
quences. In this paper, we study the expectation and variance of the joint linear complexity of
random periodic multisequences. Several new lower bounds on the expectation of the joint linear
complexity of random periodic multisequences are given. These new lower bounds improve on
the previously known lower bounds on the expectation of the joint linear complexity of random
periodic multisequences. By further using the argument of Meidl and Niederreiter [14], we derive
a general formula and a general upper bound for the variance of the joint linear complexity of
random N-periodic multisequences. These results generalize the formula and upper bound of Dai
andYang [2] for the variance of the linear complexity of random periodic sequences. Moreover,
we determine the variance of the joint linear complexity of random periodic multisequences with
certain periods.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we brieﬂy review the generalized Fourier
transform for multisequences and the important relationship between the joint linear complexity
of a periodic multisequence and the Günther weight of the generalized discrete Fourier transform
for the periodicmultisequence. InSection3,wederive several new lower boundson the expectation
of the joint linear complexity of random periodicmultisequences. In Section 4, we derive a general
formula and a general upper bound for the variance of the joint linear complexity of random N-
periodic multisequences. In Section 5, we determine the variance of the joint linear complexity
of random periodic multisequences with certain periods. The asymptotic behavior of the variance
is discussed.
2. Generalized discrete Fourier transform for multisequences
In this section, we brieﬂy review the generalized discrete Fourier transform for multisequences
and the important relationship between the joint linear complexity of a periodicmultisequence and
the Günther weight of the generalized discrete Fourier transform for the periodic multisequence.
The following deﬁnitions are well known (see [10,14]).
Deﬁnition 1. Let g(x) = ∑i aixi be a polynomial in the polynomial ring F[x] over the ﬁeld F.
For an integer u0, the uth Hasse derivative of g(x) is deﬁned to be the polynomial
g[u](x) =
∑
i
(
i
u
)
aix
i−u.
Note that g(u)(x) = u!g[u](x), where g(u)(x) is the uth formal derivative of g(x).
Deﬁnition 2. Let p = char Fq , the characteristic of Fq . The generalized discrete Fourier trans-
form (GDFT) of the t N-tuples SN1 , SN2 , . . . , SNt with elements in the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq ,
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where N = pvn, gcd(n, p) = 1, is deﬁned to be the pv × n matrix
GDFT(SN1 , S
N
2 , . . . , S
N
t )
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
SN(1) SN() . . . SN(n−1)
(SN)[1](1) (SN)[1]() . . . (SN)[1](n−1)
...
(SN)[pv−1](1) (SN)[pv−1]() . . . (SN)[pv−1](n−1)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
of t-tuples (SN)[u](j ) := ((SN1 )[u](j ), (SN2 )[u](j ), . . . , (SNt )[u](j )) of Hasse derivatives,
where  is any primitive nth root of unity in some extension ﬁeld ofFq and SNi (x) is the polynomial
corresponding to the sequence Si .
Deﬁnition 3. The Günther weight of a matrix of t-tuples is the number of its t-tuples that are
nonzero or that lie below a nonzero t-tuple.
The following lemma (see [14, Proposition 3]) establishes the important relationship between
the joint linear complexity of a periodic multisequence and the Günther weight of the GDFT for
the periodic multisequence.
Lemma 1. The joint linear complexity L(S1, S2, . . . , St ) of the N-periodic sequences S1,
S2, . . . , St with terms in the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq of characteristic p and with N = pvn, gcd(n, p) = 1,
is equal to the Günther weight of the GDFT of the t N-tuples SN1 , SN2 , . . . , SNt corresponding to
the sequences S1, S2, . . . , St .
Deﬁnition 4. Let n be a positive integer with gcd(n, p) = 1. For j ∈ Zn := {0, 1, . . . , n − 1},
the cyclotomic coset Cj of j modulo n relative to powers of q is deﬁned as
Cj = {j, j · q, . . . , j · qlj−1} (mod n),
where lj is the least positive integer l satisfying j · ql ≡ j (mod n).
The following lemma (see [13, Lemma 1]) shows an algebraic property of the entries of the
GDFT of t N-tuples.
Lemma 2. Assume gcd(n, p) = 1. For an integer 0jn − 1, let the integer 0kn − 1 be
an element of the cyclotomic coset Cj of j modulo n, i.e., k ≡ jqb (mod n) for some integer b0.
Let |Cj | = lj . Then, for 0spv − 1, we have
(SN)[s](j ) ∈ Ft
q
lj
, (SNr )
[s](k) =
(
(SNr )
[s](j )
)qb
, 1r t.
Let N = pvn and gcd(n, p) = 1. Let Cj1 , Cj2 , . . . , Cjh be the different cyclotomic cosets
modulo n. Denote
|Cji | = lji , i = 1, 2, . . . , h.
Using Lemma 2, Meidl and Niederreiter (see [13,14]) showed that the GDFT of t N-tuples has the
speciﬁc formcalledGDFT form:TheGDFTof t N-tuples is uniquely determinedbyh columns, one
column for each cyclotomic coset. The entries in the columnof j are t-tuples inFt
q
lj
. Furthermore,
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there is a bijective correspondence between the GDFT of t N-tuples and t N-periodic sequences
with terms in Fq . Using Lemmas 1 and 2, one can show as in Meidl and Niederreiter [13] that the
joint linear complexity of t N-periodic sequences S1, S2, . . . , St with terms in Fq can be written
in the form
L(S) =
h∑
i=1
i lji , i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , pv}.
3. New lower bounds on the expectation of the joint linear complexity of random
periodic multisequences
In this section, we derive several new lower bounds on the expectation of the joint linear
complexity of randomN-periodicmultisequences. In the rest of the paper, the underlying stochastic
model is that of each t-tuple of N-periodic sequences with terms in Fq having the same probability
q−tN . This means that S1, S2, . . . , St are independent random variables and Si is uniformly
distributed over the set of all N-periodic sequences with terms in Fq . Meidl and Niederreiter [14]
determined the expectation of the joint linear complexity of random periodic multisequences by
using the generalized discrete Fourier transform for multisequences. Their result is as follows.
Theorem 1. Let N = pvn with v0, p = char Fq , and gcd(n, p) = 1. Let D1, . . . , Dh be the
different cyclotomic cosets modulo n and let mr = |Dr |, 1rh, be the sizes of these cyclotomic
cosets, respectively. Then the expectationE(t)N of the joint linear complexity of t random N-periodic
sequences with terms in Fq is given by
E
(t)
N = N −
h∑
r=1
mrar(1 − ap
v
r )
1 − ar , (1)
where ar = q−mr t .
Remark 1. Note that if gcd(n, p) = 1, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of
cyclotomic cosets modulo n relative to powers of q and the set of monic irreducible polynomials
over Fq that are factors of the polynomial xn − 1 over Fq . It is known from [8, pp. 64–65, 2]
that the cyclotomic cosets modulo n relative to powers of q have the following structure. For a
positive integer d with d|n, let fd be the order of q modulo d, i.e., the least positive integer l such
that ql ≡ 1 (mod d). Let (d) be the Euler function, i.e., the number of the nonnegative integers
that are less than d and coprime to d. The set of the cyclotomic cosets modulo n relative to powers
of q is then given by
{Cd,j : 1j(d)/fd, d|n}.
For ﬁxed d|n, the cyclotomic cosets Cd,j , 1j(d)/fd , have the same size fd .
Remark 2. It follows from Theorem 1 and Remark 1 that with notations as in Theorem 1 and
Remark 1, the expectation E(t)N of the joint linear complexity of t random N-periodic sequences
with terms in Fq is given by
E
(t)
N = N −
∑
d|n
(d)(qfdp
vt − 1)
qfdp
vt (qfd t − 1) . (2)
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Here we use the standard convention in number theory that
∑
d|n denotes a sum over all positive
divisors d of n. For the case t = 1, this is the formula of Dai andYang [2] for the expectation of
the linear complexity of random N-periodic sequence. Hence, (2) generalizes the formula of Dai
andYang for random periodic sequences to the case of random periodic multisequences.
Below we derive several new lower bounds on the expectation of the joint linear complexity of
random N-periodic multisequences by using (1) and (2).
Theorem 2. LetN = pvnwith v0,p = char Fq , and gcd(n, p) = 1. Let d(n) be the number of
positive divisors of n, i.e., d(n) = ∑d|n 1. Then the expectation E(t)N of the joint linear complexity
of t random N-periodic sequences with terms in Fq is lower bounded by
E
(t)
N N − d(n) ·
(q − 1)(1 − q−ntpv )
qt − 1 . (3)
Proof. Since the size of any cyclotomic coset modulo n relative to powers of q is at most n, by
Remark 1 we have fdn. Hence,
qfdp
vt − 1
qfdp
vt
= 1 − q−fdpvt1 − q−ntpv . (4)
It is trivial that (d)d . Since fd is the order of q modulo d, we have d|(qfd − 1). This implies
that qfd − 1d. Therefore,
(d)
qfd − 11. (5)
It is easy to see that
qfd t − 1 = (qfd − 1)(qfd(t−1) + qfd(t−2) + · · · + qfd + 1)
 (qfd − 1)(qt−1 + qt−2 + · · · + q + 1)
= (qfd − 1) · (q
t − 1)
q − 1 . (6)
By (5) and (6), we have
(d)
qfd t − 1
q − 1
qt − 1 . (7)
By (4) and (7), we obtain
(d)(qfdp
vt − 1)
qfdp
vt (qfd t − 1) 
(q − 1)(1 − q−ntpv )
qt − 1 . (8)
Hence, (3) follows from (2) and (8). This completes the proof. 
From Theorem 2, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 1. With notations as in Theorem 2, we have
E
(t)
N > N − d(n) ·
q − 1
qt − 1 . (9)
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When t = 1, Corollary 1 reduces to the result of Dai andYang [2]: E(1)N > N − d(n). Hence,
Corollary 1 generalizes the lower bound of Dai and Yang [2] to the case of random periodic
multisequences. For t = 1, Theorem 2 improves on the lower bound of Dai andYang [2].
Meidl andNiederreiter [14] gave a lower bound onE(t)N as follows:with notations as inTheorem
2, we have
E
(t)
N > N −
n
qt − 1 . (10)
Firstly, we observe that the lower bound (10) can be improved as follows.
Corollary 2. With notations as in Theorem 1, we have
E
(t)
N N −
n(1 − q−ntpv )
qt − 1 . (11)
Proof. Note that (1) can be rewritten as
E
(t)
N = N −
h∑
r=1
mr(q
mr tp
v − 1)
qmr tp
v
(qmr t − 1) . (12)
Since 1mrn, then
qmr tp
v − 1
qmr tp
v = 1 − q−mr tpv1 − q−ntpv ,
qmr t − 1  qt − 1.
Hence, it follows from (12) that
E
(t)
N  N −
(1 − q−ntpv )
qt − 1
h∑
r=1
mr
= N − n(1 − q
−ntpv )
qt − 1 . 
Secondly, we can further improve on the lower bound (11) by using the following result.
Lemma 3. There are altogether gcd(n, q − 1) cyclotomic cosets modulo n relative to powers of
q with size 1.
Proof. From Deﬁnition 4, we know that for j ∈ Zn = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1},
|Cj | = 1 ⇐⇒ j · q ≡ j (mod n)
⇐⇒ n | j (q − 1)
⇐⇒ n
gcd(n, q − 1)
∣∣∣∣ j
⇐⇒ j = s n
gcd(n, q − 1) , s = 0, 1, . . . , gcd(n, q − 1) − 1.
Hence, there are altogether gcd(n, q − 1) cyclotomic cosets with size 1. 
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Theorem 3. With notations as in Theorem 1, we have
E
(t)
N N − gcd(n, q − 1) ·
(1 − q−tpv )
qt − 1 − [n − gcd(n, q − 1)] ·
(1 − q−ntpv )
q2t − 1 . (13)
Proof. It follows from (12) and Lemma 3 that
E
(t)
N = N −
h∑
r=1
mr(q
mr tp
v − 1)
qmr tp
v
(qmr t − 1)
= N −
h∑
r=1
mr=1
mr(q
mr tp
v − 1)
qmr tp
v
(qmr t − 1) −
h∑
r=1
mr  2
mr(q
mr tp
v − 1)
qmr tp
v
(qmr t − 1)
= N − gcd(n, q − 1) · (1 − q
−tpv )
qt − 1 −
h∑
r=1
mr  2
mr(q
mr tp
v − 1)
qmr tp
v
(qmr t − 1)
 N − gcd(n, q − 1) · (1 − q
−tpv )
qt − 1 −
(1 − q−ntpv )
q2t − 1
h∑
r=1
mr  2
mr
= N− gcd(n, q−1) · (1−q
−tpv )
qt−1 −[n− gcd(n, q − 1)] ·
(1−q−ntpv )
q2t−1 . 
Remark 3. A different type of lower bound on E(t)N is obtained as follows. From (2) we get
E
(t)
N > N −
∑
d|n
(d)
qfd t − 1 .
Now qfd t − 1(qfd − 1)tdt , and so
E
(t)
N > N −
∑
d|n
(d)
dt
N −
∑
d|n
1
dt−1
.
For t = 2 this yields
E
(2)
N > N −
∑
d|n
1
d
= N − (n)
n
,
where (n) is the sum of all positive divisors of n. It is known from [6, Theorem 323] that
(n) = O(n log log(n + 2)), and so E(2)N > N − O(log log(n + 2)) with an absolute implied
constant. For t3 we obtain E(t)N > N − O(1) with an absolute implied constant.
4. The variance of the joint linear complexity of random periodic multisequences
In this section, using the argument of Meidl and Niederreiter [14], we derive a general formula
and a general upper bound for the variance of the joint linear complexity of random N-periodic
multisequences. These results generalize the formula and upper bound of Dai and Yang [2] for
the variance of random periodic sequences to the case of random periodic multisequences.
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Theorem 4. Let N = pvn with v0, p = char Fq , and gcd(n, p) = 1. Let D1, . . . , Dh be the
different cyclotomic cosets modulo n and let mr = |Dr |, 1rh, be the sizes of these cyclotomic
cosets, respectively. Then the variance V (t)N of the joint linear complexity of t random N-periodic
sequences with terms in Fq is given by
V
(t)
N =
h∑
r=1
m2r ·
(2pv + 1)(apv+2r − ap
v+1
r ) − a2p
v+2
r + ar
(1 − ar)2 , (14)
where ar = q−mr t .
Proof. Let L denote the joint linear complexity of t random N-periodic sequences S1, S2,
. . . , St . Then V (t)N = E(L2) − [E(L)]2 and E(t)N = E(L) by Theorem 1. By Lemmas 1 and
2 and the discussion in Section 2, E(L) is the expected value of the Günther weight g(M) of a
pv × n matrix M of t-tuples in GDFT form, and E(L2) is the expected value of [g(M)]2 of a
pv ×n matrix M of t-tuples in GDFT form. The Günther weight g(M) of the matrix M of t-tuples
in GDFT form can be determined by h of its columns, where h is the number of cyclotomic
cosets modulo n. It sufﬁces to consider the setK of pv × h matrices K of t-tuples with columns
k1, . . . ,kh, such that, for 1rh, the entries of kr are in Ftqmr . For a nonzero column kr , let
u(kr ) denote the least positive integer u such that the uth entry of kr is a nonzero t-tuple. Meidl
and Niederreiter [14, proof of Theorem 1] showed that
g(M) =
h∑
r=1
kr =0
mr(p
v − u(kr ) + 1).
Hence, the expectation of the square of the joint linear complexity of t random N-periodic se-
quences is given by
E(L2) = 1
qNt
∑
K∈K
⎡
⎢⎣ h∑
r=1
kr =0
mr(p
v − u(kr ) + 1)
⎤
⎥⎦
2
= 1
qNt
∑
K∈K
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
h∑
r=1
kr =0
m2r (p
v − u(kr ) + 1)2
+2
h∑
r,j=1
kr ,kj =0
r<j
mrmj (p
v − u(kr ) + 1)(pv − u(kj ) + 1)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= 1
qNt
∑
K∈K
h∑
r=1
kr =0
m2r (p
v − u(kr ) + 1)2
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+ 2
qNt
∑
K∈K
h∑
r,j=1
kr ,kj =0
r<j
mrmj (p
v − u(kr ) + 1)(pv − u(kj ) + 1)
=: A1 + A2. (15)
Next we calculate the term A1.
A1 = 1
qNt
∑
K∈K
h∑
r=1
kr =0
m2r (p
v − u(kr ) + 1)2
= 1
qNt
h∑
r=1
∑
K∈K
kr =0
m2r (p
v − u(kr ) + 1)2
= 1
qNt
h∑
r=1
p2vm2r
∑
K∈K
kr =0
1 − 2
qNt
h∑
r=1
pvm2r
∑
K∈K
kr =0
(u(kr ) − 1)
+ 1
qNt
h∑
r=1
m2r
∑
K∈K
kr =0
(u(kr ) − 1)2
=: B1 − B2 + B3.
Now we compute the three terms B1, B2, B3. For the term B1, we have
B1 = 1
qNt
h∑
r=1
p2vm2r
∑
K∈K
kr =0
1
= 1
qNt
h∑
r=1
p2vm2r ((q
mr t )p
v − 1) · qNt−mr tpv
=
h∑
r=1
p2vm2r (1 − q−mr tp
v
)
=
h∑
r=1
p2vm2r (1 − ap
v
r ).
For the term B2, we have
B2 = 2p
v
qNt
h∑
r=1
m2r
∑
K∈K
kr =0
(u(kr ) − 1)
= 2p
v
qNt
h∑
r=1
m2r
pv∑
u=1
(u − 1)
∑
K∈K
u(kr )=u
1
= 2p
v
qNt
h∑
r=1
m2r
pv∑
u=1
(u − 1)(qmr t − 1)(qmr t )pv−u · qNt−pvmr t
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= 2pv
h∑
r=1
m2r · (1 − q−mr t ) ·
pv−1∑
u=0
u · (q−mr t )u
= 2pv
h∑
r=1
m2r · (1 − ar) ·
pv−1∑
u=0
u · (ar)u.
By using the identity
pv−1∑
u=0
uzu = z − p
vzp
v + (pv − 1)zpv+1
(z − 1)2 (16)
for any real number z = 1, we obtain
B2 = 2pv ·
(
h∑
r=1
m2r ar (1 − ap
v
r )
1 − ar − p
v ·
h∑
r=1
m2r a
pv
r
)
.
For the term B3, we have
B3 = 1
qNt
h∑
r=1
m2r
∑
K∈K
kr =0
(u(kr ) − 1)2
= 1
qNt
h∑
r=1
m2r
pv∑
u=1
(u − 1)2 ·
∑
K∈K
u(kr )=u
1
= 1
qNt
h∑
r=1
m2r
pv∑
u=1
(u − 1)2 · (qmr t − 1)(qmr t )pv−uqNt−pvmr t
=
h∑
r=1
m2r · (1 − q−mr t ) ·
pv−1∑
u=0
u2(q−mr t )u
=
h∑
r=1
m2r · (1 − ar) ·
pv−1∑
u=0
u2(ar)
u.
By using the identity
pv−1∑
u=0
u2zu = z
pv (1 − p2v)
1 − z +
2(pv − 1)zpv+2 + (1 − 2pv)zpv+1 − zpv + z2 + z
(1 − z)3
for any real number z = 1, we obtain
B3=
h∑
r=1
m2r
[
a
pv
r (1−p2v)+2(p
v−1)apv+2r + (1−2pv)ap
v+1
r −ap
v
r +a2r +ar
(1 − ar)2
]
.
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By combining the formulas for B1, B2, and B3, we get
A1 = B1 − B2 + B3
=
h∑
r=1
m2r
(
p2v(1 − apvr ) − 2p
var(1 − ap
v
r )
1 − ar + 2p
2va
pv
r + ap
v
r − ap
v
r p
2v
+ 2(p
v − 1)apv+2r + (1 − 2pv)ap
v+1
r − ap
v
r + a2r + ar
(1 − ar)2
)
=
h∑
r=1
m2r
(
p2v + (a
2
r + ar)(1 − ap
v
r ) + 2pv(a2r − ar)
(1 − ar)2
)
=:
h∑
r=1
m2rG(mr). (17)
Now we calculate the second term A2.
A2 = 2
qNt
∑
K∈K
h∑
r,j=1
kr ,kj =0
r<j
mrmj (p
v − u(kr ) + 1)(pv − u(kj ) + 1)
= 2
qNt
h∑
r,j=1
r<j
mrmj
∑
K∈K
kr ,kj =0
(pv − u(kr ) + 1)(pv − u(kj ) + 1).
For ﬁxed 1r, jh and r = j ,∑
K∈K
kr ,kj =0
(pv − u(kr ) + 1)(pv − u(kj ) + 1)
=
pv∑
s=1
pv∑
l=1
(pv − s + 1)(pv − l + 1)
∑
K∈K
u(kr )=s,u(kj )=l
1
=
pv∑
s=1
pv∑
l=1
(pv − s + 1)(pv − l + 1)
(qmr t − 1)(qmr t )pv−s(qmj t − 1)(qmj t )pv−lqNt−pvmr t−pvmj t
= qNt (qmr t − 1)(qmj t − 1)
pv∑
s=1
pv∑
l=1
(pv − s + 1)(pv − l + 1) · q−smr t q−lmj t
= qNt (1 − ar)(1 − aj )
araj
pv∑
s=1
pv∑
l=1
(pv − s + 1)(pv − l + 1) · asr alj
= qNt (1 − ar)(1 − aj )
araj
⎡
⎣ pv∑
s=1
(pv − s + 1)asr
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ pv∑
l=1
(pv − l + 1)alj
⎤
⎦ .
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Note that by (16),
pv∑
s=1
(pv − s + 1)asr
= pvar 1 − a
pv
r
1 − ar − ar
pv−1∑
s=0
sasr
= pvar 1 − a
pv
r
1 − ar − ar
(pv − 1)apv+1r − pvap
v
r + ar
(1 − ar)2
= ar
[
pv
1 − ar −
ar − ap
v+1
r
(1 − ar)2
]
.
Hence, for 1r, jh and r = j ,∑
K∈K
kr ,kj =0
(pv − u(kr ) + 1)(pv − u(kj ) + 1)
= qNt
[
pv − ar − a
pv+1
r
1 − ar
]⎡⎣pv − aj − ap
v+1
j
1 − aj
⎤
⎦ .
Therefore
A2 = 2
h∑
r,j=1
r<j
mrmj
[
pv − ar − a
pv+1
r
1 − ar
]⎡⎣pv − aj − ap
v+1
j
1 − aj
⎤
⎦
=: 2
h∑
r,j=1
r<j
mrmjF (mr,mj ). (18)
Since N = ∑hr=1 mrpv , by Theorem 1 we have
E
(t)
N =
h∑
r=1
mr
(
pv − ar(1 − a
pv
r )
1 − ar
)
. (19)
By (15), (17), (18), and (19), we obtain
V
(t)
N = A1 + A2 − (E(t)N )2
=
h∑
r=1
m2rG(mr)+2
h∑
r,j=1
r<j
mrmjF (mr,mj )−
[
h∑
r=1
mr
(
pv−ar(1−a
pv
r )
1 − ar
)]2
=
h∑
r=1
m2r
⎡
⎣G(mr) −
(
pv − ar(1 − a
pv
r )
1 − ar
)2⎤⎦
+2
h∑
r,j=1
r<j
mrmj
⎡
⎣F(mr,mj ) −
(
pv−ar(1−a
pv
r )
1−ar
)⎛⎝pv−aj (1−ap
v
j )
1−aj
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦
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=
h∑
r=1
m2r
⎡
⎣p2v+ (a2r +ar)(1−apvr )+2pv(a2r −ar)
(1−ar)2 −
(
pv−ar(1−a
pv
r )
1−ar
)2⎤⎦
=
h∑
r=1
m2r ·
(2pv + 1)(apv+2r − ap
v+1
r ) − a2p
v+2
r + ar
(1 − ar)2 .
This completes the proof. 
Remark 4. It follows from Theorem 4 and Remark 1 that with notations as in Theorem 4 and
Remarks 1 and 2, the varianceV (t)N of the joint linear complexity of t random N-periodic sequences
with terms in Fq is given by
V
(t)
N =
∑
d|n
(d)fd [qfd t (2pv+1) − (2pv + 1)(qfd t (pv+1) − qfd tpv ) − 1]
q2fd tpv (qfd t − 1)2 . (20)
For the case t = 1, this is the formula of Dai andYang [2] for the variance of the linear complexity
of random N-periodic sequences. Hence, (20) generalizes the formula of Dai andYang [2] to the
case of random periodic multisequences.
Below we derive a general upper bound on the variance of the joint linear complexity of random
N-periodic multisequences.
Theorem 5. With notations as in Theorem 4 and Remark 4, we have
V
(t)
N <
qt
(qt − 1)2 + S
(t)
n , (21)
where
S(t)n :=
∑
d|n
d  2
(d)(d + 1)t logq(d + 1)
((d + 1)t − 1)2 . (22)
Proof. It follows from (20) that
V
(t)
N <
∑
d|n
(d)fdqfd t (2p
v+1)
q2fd tpv (qfd t − 1)2 =
∑
d|n
(d)fdqfd t
(qfd t − 1)2 . (23)
By the deﬁnition of fd we get qfd ≡ 1 (mod d), hence d|(qfd − 1) and so qfd d + 1. Therefore
fd logq(d + 1). (24)
Furthermore, for ﬁxed q and t the function
g(x) = xq
tx
(qtx − 1)2
is decreasing on the interval [logq e,∞) since it is easily shown that
g′(x) < 0 for x logq e.
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Together with (24) this yields
fdq
fd t
(qfd t − 1)2 
(d + 1)t logq(d + 1)
((d + 1)t − 1)2 for d2. (25)
Therefore, by (23) and (25),
V
(t)
N <
qt
(qt − 1)2 +
∑
d|n
d  2
(d)(d + 1)t logq(d + 1)
((d + 1)t − 1)2 =
qt
(qt − 1)2 + S
(t)
n .
This completes the proof. 
Note that (d)d − 1 for d2 and ((d + 1)t − 1)2(d + 1)2t − 2(d + 1)t , hence it follows
from (22) that
S(t)n 
∑
d|n
d  2
(d − 1)(d + 1)t logq(d + 1)
((d + 1)t − 1)2

∑
d|n
d  2
(d − 1) logq(d + 1)
(d + 1)t − 2

∑
d|n
d  2
logq(d + 1)
(d + 1)t−1 . (26)
For t = 1 we obtain by (26),
S(1)n (logq(n + 1))
∑
d|n
d  2
1 = (d(n) − 1) logq(n + 1),
where d(n) is the number of positive divisors of n. Therefore by Theorem 5,
V
(1)
N = O(d(n) log(n + 1))
with an absolute implied constant. Since for any ε > 0 we have d(n) = O(nε) with an implied
constant depending on ε (see [6, Theorem 315]), we get
V
(1)
N = O(nε) for any ε > 0
with an implied constant depending only on ε. This is just the estimate of V (1)N in [2].
For t = 2 we obtain by (26),
S(2)n (logq(n + 1))
∑
d|n
1
d
= (n) logq(n + 1)
n
,
and so by Theorem 5 and [6, Theorem 323] (see also Remark 3),
V
(2)
N = O((log(n + 1)) log log(n + 2))
with an absolute implied constant.
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For t3 we obtain by (26),
S(t)n <
∞∑
d=1
logq d
dt−1
,
and so by Theorem 5,
V
(t)
N = O(1)
with an absolute implied constant.
5. Some examples with certain periods
In this section, using Theorem 4, we determine the variance of the joint linear complexity of
random periodic multisequences with certain periods. The asymptotic behavior of the variance is
discussed. In this section, as in earlier sections, we write p = char Fq for the characteristic of Fq .
Corollary 3. Let gcd(N, p) = 1, let D1, . . . , Dh be the different cyclotomic cosets modulo N,
and let mr = |Dr |, 1rh, be the sizes of these cyclotomic cosets, respectively. Then the
variance V (t)N of the joint linear complexity of t random N-periodic sequences with terms in Fq is
given by
V
(t)
N =
h∑
r=1
m2r ar (1 − ar), (27)
where ar = q−mr t .
Proof. For this special case we have v = 0 in (14), hence
V
(t)
N =
h∑
r=1
m2r ·
3(a3r − a2r ) − a4r + ar
(1 − ar)2
=
h∑
r=1
m2r ar (1 − ar).
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 4. Let N be a prime different from p. Let d be the multiplicative order of q in the prime
ﬁeld FN . Then the variance V (t)N of the joint linear complexity of t random N-periodic sequences
with terms in Fq is given by
V
(t)
N = q−t − q−2t + (N − 1)d(1 − q−dt )q−dt . (28)
Proof. It is shown in [13,14] that there are N−1
d
cyclotomic cosets modulo N with size d, and the
cyclotomic coset {0} with size 1. Hence, (28) follows from Corollary 3. 
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Furthermore, if q is a primitive root of the multiplicative group F∗N , i.e., d = N − 1, then we
have
V
(t)
N = q−t − q−2t + (N − 1)2(1 − q−(N−1)t )q−(N−1)t .
If there are inﬁnitely many primes N for which q is a primitive root modulo N, then V (t)N tends to
q−t − q−2t as N runs through these primes.
Corollary 5. Let N = pv . Then the variance V (t)N of the joint linear complexity of t random
N-periodic sequences with terms in Fq is given by
V
(t)
N =
(qt + q−Nt )(1 − q−Nt )
(qt − 1)2 −
2q−Nt
qt − 1N. (29)
Proof. It is trivial that for this case there is only one cyclotomic coset modulo n, namelyC1 = {0}.
Hence, a1 = q−t . Therefore, (29) follows from Theorem 4. 
Note that for the case N = pv , it follows from (29) that
lim
v→∞ V
(t)
pv =
qt
(qt − 1)2 .
For the special case q = 2, N = 2v , we have
V
(t)
N =
(2t + 2−Nt )(1 − 2−Nt )
(2t − 1)2 −
21−NtN
2t − 1 .
Corollary 6. Suppose N = nk, k1, n an odd prime different from p. Let d be the multiplicative
order of q in the prime ﬁeld Fn and qd = 1 + cn, gcd(c, n) = 1. Then the variance V (t)N of the
joint linear complexity of t random N-periodic sequences with terms in Fq is given by
V
(t)
N = q−t − q−2t + (n − 1)d ·
k−1∑
i=0
n2i (q−dtni − q−2dtni ). (30)
Proof. It is shown in [13] that there are n−1
d
cyclotomic cosetsmoduloNwith size dnk−i , 1 ik,
and the cyclotomic coset {0} with size 1. Hence, (30) follows from Corollary 3. 
Corollary 7. Let N = pvn, n a prime different from p. Let d be the multiplicative order of q in
the prime ﬁeld Fn. Then the variance V (t)N of the joint linear complexity of t random N-periodic
sequences with terms in Fq is given by
V
(t)
N =
(2pv + 1)(q−pvt − q−pvt+t ) − q−2pvt + qt
(qt − 1)2
+(n − 1)d · (2p
v + 1)(q−pvdt − q−pvdt+dt ) − q−2pvdt + qdt
(qdt − 1)2 . (31)
Proof. It is shown in [13,14] that there are n−1
d
cyclotomic cosets modulo n with size d, and the
cyclotomic coset {0} with size 1. Hence, (31) follows from Theorem 4. 
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Let v = 0 in Corollary 7, then we obtain Corollary 4. Hence, Corollary 7 is a generalization of
Corollary 4.
Corollary 8. Suppose N = qn − 1 and n is a prime. Then the expectation E(t)N and the variance
V
(t)
N of the joint linear complexity of t random N-periodic sequences with terms in Fq are given
by
E
(t)
N = N − (q − 1)q−t − (qn − q)q−nt , (32)
V
(t)
N = (q − 1)q−t (1 − q−t ) + n(qn − q)q−nt (1 − q−nt ). (33)
Proof. For any s ∈ ZN , the cyclotomic coset modulo N containing s is given by
Cs = {s, s · q, . . . , s · qms−1} (modN),
where ms is the least positive integer m satisfying
s · qm ≡ s (mod qn − 1), (34)
that is, (qn − 1)|s · (qm − 1). If 1m < n, then gcd(qn − 1, qm − 1) = q − 1 since n is a prime.
Thus, (34) is equivalent to (qn − 1)|s · (q − 1). Hence, ms = 1 or n.
If ms = 1, then (qn − 1)|s · (q − 1), i.e., qn−1q−1 |s. Hence,
s = k q
n − 1
q − 1 , k = 0, 1, . . . , q − 2.
Therefore, there are altogether q − 1 cyclotomic cosets modulo N with size 1. Since the other
cyclotomic cosets modulo N have size n, there are altogether q
n−q
n
cyclotomic cosets modulo N
with size n. Hence, (32) and (33) follow from Theorem 1 and Corollary 3, respectively. 
Note that for q = 2, the formula (32) was obtained by Meidl and Niederreiter [14]. It is easy
to see from (33) that for the case N = qn − 1, n prime, and t2, we have
lim
n→∞
n prime
V
(t)
qn−1 = (q − 1)q−t (1 − q−t ).
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